Tech Mahindra Business Process Arm Recognized as a ‘Leader’ in
NelsonHall 2019 NEAT Evaluation
Recognized for Customer Experience Services in Retail and Consumer
Packaged Goods (CPG) industry
Highlighted experience in personalization and customization with retail
clients and investments in customer-facing automation through strategic
partnerships
New Delhi - October 25th, 2019: Tech Mahindra, a leading provider of digital transformation, consulting and business reengineering services and solutions announced today that its Business Process Outsourcing arm has been recognized as a
‘Leader’ for its Customer Experience (CX) services in Retail and Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) industry by NelsonHall’s
2019 NEAT (NelsonHall Vendor Evaluation and Assessment Tool).

NelsonHall, the leading global IT (Information Technology) and business process services research and analysis firm, has
particularly acknowledged Tech Mahindra BPS for its experience in personalization and customization with retail clients,
investments in customer-facing automation through strategic partnership and IP (Intellectual Property), dedicated analytics
models, and significant experience in seasonal and peak support with multishore examples.

Ivan Kotzev, Lead CX Services Analyst with NelsonHall, said, “Tech Mahindra Business Process Services’ proactive
service management, investments in self-service, and experience in delivering personalized interactions are well suited for
retail and CPG clients. Retail and CPG companies have no choice but to rapidly advance their digital CX through the adoption
of real-time analytics and intelligent automation”.

Tech Mahindra BPS has been recognized as a ‘Leader’ in two out of three key market segments of the NEAT Evaluation – “CX
Improvement Focus” and “Cost Optimization Focus”. It has been identified as a ‘High Achiever in the “Revenue Generation
Focus” segment.

Ritesh Idnani, President, Business Process Services, Tech Mahindra, said, “Customer experience is a key boardroom
priority, and Tech Mahindra has been enabling clients in achieving superior business outcomes through the same. We are
happy to be recognized by NelsonHall as a ‘Leader’ in Customer Experience (CX) services for Retail& CPG, reflecting the
significant maturity in our offerings for respective vertical. This is a testament of the digital transformational work done by welltrained and digitally enabled associates, strategic amalgamation of new generation technologies like Analytics, Intelligent
Automation and Artificial Intelligence, and a strong partnership ecosystem with leading technology providers.”

The NelsonHall NEAT helps sourcing managers save time and money while enhancing the quality of their sourcing decisions in
business process and IT outsourcing. The NEAT sits at the front-end of the vendor screening process and consists of a twoaxis model: assessing vendors against their "ability to deliver immediate benefit" to buy-side organizations and their "ability to
meet future client requirements".
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Tech Mahindra Business Process Services provides Next Gen Digital CX & Back Office services across multiple industries,
which include Communication, Media & Entertainment, Retail & CPG, Healthcare & Life Science, Banking & Financial Services,
Transport, Hospitality & Logistics and Manufacturing & Utilities. As part of its TechMNxt charter, Tech Mahindra continues to
focus on leveraging next gen technology to provide for customer’s evolving and dynamic needs.

About NelsonHall

NelsonHall is the leading global analyst firm dedicated to helping organizations understand the 'art of the possible' in IT and
business services. With analysts in the U.S., U.K., and Continental Europe, NelsonHall provides buy-side organizations with
detailed, critical information on markets and vendors (including NEAT assessments) that helps them make fast and highly
informed sourcing decisions. And for vendors, NelsonHall provides deep knowledge of market dynamics and user requirements
to help them hone their go-to-market strategies. NelsonHall’s research is based on rigorous, all-original research, and is widely
respected for the quality, depth, and insight of its analysis.
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